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Since the writing of my white paper on the topic of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, there 
have been several developments on this front that merit further discussion.  In July, the Ninth 
Circuit came out with its second Nosal opinion, this time examining the meaning of “without 
authorization.”  U.S. v. Nosal, 2016 WL 3608752 (9th Cir. 2016) (Nosal II).  In U.S. v. Nosal, 676 
F.3d 854, (9th Cir.2012) (Nosal I), the Ninth Circuit opined on the meaning of “exceeds 
authorized access” of § 1030(a)(4) of CFAA.  Nosal II sets out to explain the more 
straightforward term, “without authorization,” of § 1030(a)(4). 
 
In Nosal II, not surprisingly, the Ninth Circuit stated that “without authorization” has a plain and 
unambiguous meaning, and means “accessing a protected computer without permission.”  The 
court further added that one corollary of this straightforward definition is that “once 
authorization to access a computer has been affirmatively revoked, the user cannot sidestep 
the statute by going through the back door and accessing the computer through a third party.” 
In Nosal II, the court had to consider whether Nosal’s post-employment access of his former 
employer’s database by way of using the password of a then-current employee constituted 
unauthorized access.  The court found that this indeed was a clear case of unauthorized access.  
It was obvious to the court that once Nosal was terminated, his former employer revoked all of 
his access privileges—there was no issue of exceeding access at this point.  And once 
permission was revoked, given the plain meaning of “without authorization,” Nosal had no 
rights whatsoever to access his employer’s computers. 
 
What is interesting about this decision is that the court takes a hard line on “no access”: no 
access pretty much means no access of any kind. To the court, getting access by using another 
employee’s login credentials—credentials it must be added that were freely given to Nosal and 
his co-conspirators to use by that employee—was still unauthorized because Nosal had no 
access authority, pure and simple. It was beside the point, the court reasoned, that the 
employee whose credentials were used did have such access authority and that, moreover, she 
freely handed her password to Nosal and the others to access forbidden information via her 
account.  The fact that this was a case of password sharing did not give the court pause in 
concluding that this was a clear case of unauthorized access.  



 
 
 
 

 

 
This was not the case with Judge Reinhardt’s dissenting opinion. The dissent focused squarely 
on the fact that this was about password sharing, and worried that too broad of an 
interpretation of “unauthorized access” would subject “generally harmless conduct” to criminal 
liability, which was something that Nosal I went to great lengths to try to prevent.  Judge 
Reinhardt, picking up on the cautionary view in Nosal I, argued that the majority “loses sight of 
the anti-hacking purpose of the CFAA, and despite our warning, threatens to criminalize all sort 
of innocuous conduct engaged in daily by ordinary citizens.”  The majority’s response to the 
dissent’s worries is that password sharing in this case “bears little resemblance to asking a 
spouse to log in to an email account to print out a boarding pass.” The reality, according to the 
majority, is that “facts and context matter in applying the term without authorization.”  
 
I find the majority’s response frustratingly evasive and somewhat obtuse.  A major theme of 
Nosal I is the prevention of innocuous conduct from being sucked into criminal liability, 
exposing thousands of people to the vagaries of prosecutorial discretion. The majority’s 
response is essentially: don’t worry about that; this case is not about innocuous behavior—it’s 
different.  But that’s not what’s at issue here.  It’s not as if the majority in Nosal I and the 
minority in Nosal II can’t tell the difference between innocuous and non-innocuous forms of 
conduct.  The worry is that the statute and the majority’s interpretation can’t establish that 
difference.  There is no bright line in the majority’s opinion separating lawful from unlawful 
password sharing.  The only thing the majority gives us is “facts and context” as a way to decide 
between what should and what shouldn’t fall within the scope of CFAA.  But if reliance on facts 
and context isn’t ambiguous, I don’t know what is.  If “facts and context,” whatever that is, are 
supposed to provide the bright line between lawful and unlawful conduct, then I worry about 
the very constitutionality of § 1030(a)(4) at this point. The dissent, on the other hand, does 
offer a bright line—password sharing is unlawful when the legitimate account owner has not 
authorized the use of their password. Thus cases of stolen passwords would clearly violate 
CFAA. This may not be the best limiting principle to offer, and there are problems with it to be 
sure, but it is better than nothing, which is what we get with the majority’s opinion. 
 
Another important component of the majority’s decision in Nosal II is that overcoming a 
technical barrier is not a necessary condition for unauthorized access. Prior cases left this 
contention somewhat unclear. Both Craigslist v. 3Taps, 942 F. Supp. 2d 962 (N.D. Cal. 2013) and 
Weingard v. Harland Financial Solutions, 2012 WL 2327660 (N.D. Cal.  Jun. 19, 2012) are cases 
where the courts came close to saying that a technical barrier is not a necessary condition for 
unauthorized access, but ultimately backed off: in Craigslist the facts indicated that a technical  



 
 
 
 

 

barrier was also breached; in Weingard, the court did not think it was in a position at that point 
to hold that mere statements denying authorization could suffice without the circumvention of 
a technical barrier.  In Nosal II, the court is pretty clear that a circumvention of a technical 
barrier isn’t a requirement for unauthorized access.  “Not only is such a requirement 
[overcoming a technical barrier] missing from the statutory language, but it would make little 
sense because some § 1030 offenses do not require access to a computer at all.”  Even though 
the court mentioned that Nosal also circumvented a technical barrier, by using someone else’s 
password, the court thought the employer’s post termination revocation of access privileges 
ipso facto transformed all subsequent access into unauthorized access—the circumvention of a 
technical barrier was an additional element that only solidified the fact that Nosal engaged in 
unauthorized access.  This then gets picked up in Facebook v. Power Ventures, 2016 WL 
3741956 (9th Cir. 2016) (Facebook III), where the court extended denial of access to cease and 
desist letters.  There the court argued that Facebook notified Power Ventures in its cease and 
desist letter that Power Ventures could no longer access Facebook’s computers. The cease and 
desist letter, conveying this message of denial of further access, signaled the end of all access to 
Power Ventures. The subsequent access by Power Ventures, in defiance of the cease and desist 
letter, constituted unauthorized access regardless of whether there was the additional act of 
circumvention. 
 
If access in violation of a cease and desist letter is enough to amount to unauthorized access, 
then the next question is, what about terms of use (“TOUs”) that are conditionally formulated 
to deny access—e.g. that if you do such and such in violation of Provision X of our terms of use, 
you no longer have any rights of access? Can they on their own take away access privileges 
without the circumvention of technical barriers?  
 
Given the decisions in Nosal II and Facebook III, it is hard to see how this may be kept from 
happening.  After all, cease and desist letters are written directives that clearly may take away 
an access privilege.  TOUs are also written directives to some extent, and it is certainly possible 
to draft a TOU in such a way that it may restrict or even deny access.  (Smart GCs are probably 
taking careful notes from these decisions, and drafting TOUs that will make CFAA violations 
much easier to assert in the future.)   
 
What is more, a carefully crafted TOU can also incorporate password sharing as a condition for 
denying access. One of the terms can be something like the following:  
 

 



 
 
 
 

 

As a user of our website, you agree not to share your password without anyone 
else. If you violate this provision, all of your access privileges that stem from your 
password and your account with us are immediately revoked and any access to 
content with the use of your password would constitute unauthorized access.  

 
Once TOUs are fair game for incorporating written denials of access, then spouses sharing 
passwords to pay a bill is one of those innocuous activities that all of sudden appear to be CFAA 
violations.  The only protection against such troubling outcome is the courts saying, well, this is 
one of those innocuous activities. But there is no bright line; there isn’t even a gray line here—
just judicial restraint, which isn’t good enough.  The majority in Nosal I wrestled with adducing 
some sort of a demarcation between the violations that seem sufficiently serious to warrant 
liability under CFAA and those that don’t.  The dissent in Nosal II tried to do the same.  The 
majority opinions in Nosal II and Facebook III have essentially backtracked on this effort, relying 
instead on the language of § 1030, which is ambiguous and deeply problematic, to say the least. 
For this reason, they represent a regressive trend, which may vastly expand criminal liability 
under CFAA. 
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